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T.J. Rodgers, J. Daniel McCranie and Camillo Martino (collectively, “CypressFirst”) have filed a definitive proxy statement and an accompanying GOLD proxy card with
the Securities and Exchange Commission to be used to solicit votes for the election of CypressFirst’s two director nominees at the 2017 annual meeting of stockholders of
Cypress Semiconductor Corporation (the “Company”).
On May 26, 2017, Mr. McCranie sent the following email to a stockholder of the Company:
This is Dan McCranie, one of the two nominees that, along with T.J. Rodgers and Camillo Martino, spoke to you yesterday regarding the current proxy contest with
Cypress Semiconductor and CypressFirst.
In that meeting, it was obvious that your organization had thoroughly reviewed all of the written material that had been previously forwarded to you by CypressFirst
through the team at Mackenzie Partners. There was a lot of material in our multiple mailings, and we very much appreciate the work done by your team in preparation for
our conference, as well as for our previous conference call regarding the earlier consent solicitation.
The reason for my personal email is that, in listening and responding to your questions, it’s possible that even the large amount of material sent to you by us didn’t fully
address all of your comments, concerns, and clarifying questions. So, I wanted to write this brief email to add some details in one particular area of discussion.
Your team, I think, is correctly addressing the multiple facets of this proxy contest. The material regarding the strong conflict of interest and excessive compensation of
the current Executive Chairman at Cypress, as well as the significant shortcomings regarding the current Cypress board’s corporate governance, is fulsome and, I believe,
adequate for your group to review and come to consensus.
I know that, once you’ve made a decision concerning the current Cypress board’s failures and shortcomings, you then need to have confidence that the CypressFirst
solution (i.e., the election of Camillo Martino and myself to the Cypress board) will, when elected:
•

Drive the necessary changes at Cypress to eliminate their current board governance shortcomings

•

Enhance the skills and diversity composition of the current board to enable Cypress to grow top line simultaneous with enhancing gross margins, and to
further strengthen the fundamental governance elements of the board

•

Provide guidance and oversight to executive management with respect to the continued M/A activity

As I said above, I felt that our material didn’t fully address our competencies and historical successes in those areas.

We do have the experience and the personal and technical skills to address those issues. I believe our short slate is unusually strong, for I have seen the quality of proxy
nominees in other company contests. I know that, for Cypress Semiconductor, the skill sets and personal attributes provided by Camillo Martino and myself are superior
to any of the other slates that I’ve viewed in these companies.
I have attached one slide that was embedded in a larger slide in the deck we recently sent you. It shows, in table format, my experiences as director/chairman/executive
chair of 10 semiconductor companies. That table highlights the work done in governance, in committees, in M/A activity, in CEO changeout and, in the cases where I was
leading the sale of the company, the resultant improvement in market capitalization. It’s a busy slide, embedded in the blizzard of material that we sent you, but I would
encourage you to look at it again for three reasons:
1.

To get a perspective of my history with other semiconductor companies in effecting positive change for shareholders

2.

To provide you with a list of companies from which you may want to do reference checking on my work with these companies. I would encourage you to
talk to ANY of the current/former board members and CEOs of these companies as a reference for my work. In particular, I would highlight your discussing
my competencies and capabilities with any of the directors of ON Semiconductor, a company that initially had similar operational challenges as Cypress
Semiconducto r.

3.

Much of the work done by myself with these past companies has been involved in working with the full board on improving corporate governance and in
strengthening the work done by the board committees. I think you could get a sense of this effort through interviews. In particular:
1.

Improved quality of board through driving diversity with regard to skills, gender, geographic area and industry

2.

Enhancing committee effectiveness through addition of Science and Technology as well as Integration Oversight committees

3.

Structuring the development of board materials and pre-reads, along with improved board calendar meeting structures in order to maximize
information transfer while still providing sufficient time for board deliberation and feedback

4.

Establishing Annual Individual Director Performance reviews, where each director is reviewed by his peer, on an anonymous basis, and that
material reconstructed and used as a learning tool for the individual director

5.

Establishing a robust and continuous (on a quarterly basis) Risk Management structure, where executive management, in concert with the full
board, review all elements of corporate risk in a detailed and structured way.

6.

Driving a formal method for board review and approval of M/A activities, as well as a method for the board to oversee the actual financial result
of these acquisitions relative to the plan of record at the time of acquisition.

7.

Individual board member mentoring, in concert with the Individual Director Performance reviews.

In summary, I know that a key part of your analysis rests on whether or not your group believes that the CypressFirst nominees can be effective in bringing about the
changes in corporate governance as well as enabling the executive management team to have future success in all of the companies important financial metrics. I believe
both Camillo and I have those skills. I believe that our skills are superior to the ‘average’ nominee that you may see in other proxy contests....and I think that fact is both
critical to your decision process and was, perhaps, buried in all the material that we had previously sent to you.
Thanks again for all the work that you’ve put into your analysis of our proposal. Of course, I just added to your time by sending you this long email, and I apologize for
that. However, I have special feelings for Cypress Semiconductor. Between my operational career at Cypress, along with my eight+ years as a director, I’ve been involved
with the company for over 17 years. I know that I was instrumental in getting Cypress current phase (Cypress 3.0) launched, and I know that the company can achieve
strong future performance...with the right support, guidance and mentoring from a strong, engaged and selfless Cypress Board of Directors. I’d like to be a part of that
new Cypress board.
Thanks again everyone,
J. Daniel McCranie
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